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Making a meaningful
and memorable choice.
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Dignity Funeral Services

TRADITIONAL

Choosing the right coffin, casket and ashes container is an important part
of the funeral arrangements. The style chosen can reflect the personality
or wishes of your loved one and provide a meaningful goodbye.

OVERVIEW

Let us guide you
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COFFINS, CASKETS & ASHES CONTAINERS
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NATURAL
PICTURE

From traditional coffins through to our more modern picture collection, and from
urns to other kinds of ashes containers, we have options to suit every personality.
We’re here to help you make the right choice for you.

ASHES
CONTAINERS

CLICK ON THE TABS TO VIEW OUR COLLECTION
OF COFFINS, CASKETS & ASHES CONTAINERS

CASKETS

Our funeral arrangers will help you by taking you through the options so you can
be certain that you have made a befitting choice.
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A N OV E RV I E W OF C OF F I N S , C A SK ET S & A SH E S C ON TA I N E R S

PICTURE
CASKETS

Our range includes solid wood and veneered coffins
(an engineered wood covered with a thin layer of
either real wood or synthetic material), and all our
coffins are fully lined in a choice of material from
taffeta lining to luxurious satin.

NATURAL

Our range means you can choose a coffin
that has meaning to you and your loved one.
For example, a coffin made from their favourite
wood, or a picture coffin that reflects their
hobbies and interests. Adding religious and nondenominational symbols is also a way in which you
can make it personal.

CLASSIC

You may be surprised to
discover there’s a lot of choice.

TRADITIONAL

We will guide you through the suitable coffins based on the arrangements you choose,
all the while making sure it reflects their personality.

OVERVIEW

There are many decisions which will have a bearing on the type of coffin you select:
What were the wishes of your loved one? Will the funeral be cremation or burial?
How will the deceased be carried to the service? Will you be visiting them in our
chapel of rest, or having them return to a place of worship or home?

ASHES
CONTAINERS

With images printed directly
onto the coffin, this collection
lets you reflect the passions of
your loved one in a memorable
and dignified way. Choose from
our range of designs or create
your own with an urn to match.

Our Classic Collection

Our Casket Collection

This solid wood collection has a
high level of ornate workmanship
inside and out, and is crafted
from a selection of woods,
by us, in East Yorkshire*.

These heavyweight wood or metal
caskets are made in a range of styles,
and are boldly ornate.

CLASSIC

Our traditional coffins are perfect
for people who want to say goodbye
in timeless fashion. This collection
is proudly made in the UK.

TRADITIONAL

Our Picture Collection

OVERVIEW

Our Traditional Collection
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COFFINS, CASKETS & ASHES CONTAINERS

NATURAL

*Excluding the Last Supper coffin

Urns, Ashes Caskets
& Scatter Tubes
From the traditional to modern
and environmentally-friendly
alternatives, we’ll help you choose
the right final resting place for
your loved one’s ashes.

CASKETS

Our Natural Collection is a
modern range made from
biodegradable and sustainable
materials, and is perfect for anyone
who prefers more environmentally
friendly options.

PICTURE

Our Natural Collection

ASHES
CONTAINERS

OVERVIEW

TRADITIONAL

A collection of coffins with a timeless design and a range of
stylish ornamentation. Made of wood veneer, wood-effect and
solid wood, each is available in a light or dark finish. All coffins in
this collection are suitable for burial or cremation and are made
by us in East Yorkshire.
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Our Traditional Collection
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OU R T R A DI T IONA L C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Park

The Meadow has a light oak-effect satin finish, with simple gold hinged handles. If you’re looking for
a darker finish, the Park is in a dark oak-effect satin effect and features contemporary black hinged
handles. Both the Park and Meadow coffins feature a white taffeta ruched frill interior.

TRADITIONAL

The Meadow
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CLICK FOR MORE TRADITIONAL COLLECTION COFFINS
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OU R T R A DI T IONA L C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Exmoor

The Dale boasts a teak-effect satin finish with brass effect ornamentation and fleur-de-lys style simple handles,
whilst the Exmoor boasts a darker walnut-effect satin finish, offset by silver effect ornamentation and again
features fleur-de-lys style handles. The Dale and Exmoor both feature a white taffeta ruched frill interior.
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The Dale
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CLICK FOR MORE TRADITIONAL COLLECTION COFFINS
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OU R T R A DI T IONA L C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Lomond

The Pembroke is a classic oak-stained wood veneer with a gloss finish and brass-effect ornamentation, whilst the
Lomond is a darker mahogany stained wood veneer with a gloss finish and silver-effect ornamentation.

•	Luxurious white quilted satin interior with lace edging and ruched double frill

CLASSIC

KEY FEATURES:
•	Hinged bar handles and grooved wreath holders

TRADITIONAL

The Pembroke

NATURAL
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CLICK FOR MORE TRADITIONAL COLLECTION COFFINS
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OU R T R A DI T IONA L C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Northumberland

The Brecon is a traditional oak-stained wood veneer with brass-effect ornamentation whilst the Northumberland
is a mahogany-stained wood veneer with silver-effect ornamentation.

•	High gloss finish

CLASSIC

KEY FEATURES:
•	Raised lid design and hinged bar handles

TRADITIONAL

The Brecon

•	Filled satin quilted pillow, lid liner and mattress
•	Deep satin internal frill and padded external frill
NATURAL
PICTURE
CASKETS
ASHES
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CLICK FOR MORE TRADITIONAL COLLECTION COFFINS
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OU R T R A DI T IONA L C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Cairngorm

The Snowdon is a traditional oak-stained solid wood with a high raised lid and polished brass-effect cast-metal
ornamentation. The Cairngorm is just like the Snowdon but differs in colour with dark mahogany-stained
solid wood and polished silver-effect cast-metal ornamentation.

KEY FEATURES:
•	Luxurious satin interior with a hand-filled superior padded pillow and mattress

CLASSIC

Please note, both the Snowdon and the Cairngorm will have plastic ornamentation for cremation.

TRADITIONAL

The Snowdon

• Fine Nottingham lace-edged quilt and lid liner
NATURAL

•	Deep internal frill with an exquisite ruched puff external frill
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OVERVIEW

TRADITIONAL

These ornate solid wood coffins are called the Classic Collection for
a reason. They have plush interiors and ornate fittings including a
luxurious hand-filled quilted padded pillow, mattress, quilt and lid
liner and a quilted side liner finished with internal frill and ruched puff
external frill. All are crafted by us in East Yorkshire with the exception
of the Last Supper coffin. Our funeral arrangers will advise you which
coffins your chosen crematorium will accept.
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Our Classic Collection
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OU R C L A S SIC C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

Classic hand finished solid oak with a high quality
satin finish and antiqued bronze-effect cast-metal
ornamentation.

Please note, this coffin will have plastic
ornamentation for cremation.

Please note, this coffin will have plastic
ornamentation for cremation.

KEY FEATURES:
•	High raised lid with distinctive dark
coloured beading

KEY FEATURES:
•	Routed sides and finished with a classic raised lid
NATURAL

A deluxe, hand finished coffin made from natural
solid oak with a high gloss finish and antiqued
bronze-effect cast-metal ornamentation.

CLASSIC

The Royale

TRADITIONAL

The Opal
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CLICK FOR MORE CLASSIC COLLECTION COFFINS
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OU R C L A S SIC C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

Made from solid wood, this ornate dark mahogany
coffin has a high gloss finish with highly polished
brass-effect cast-metal ornamentation and
a luxurious hand-filled quilted interior.

The Sapphire is a beautiful mahogony coloured,
solid hardwood coffin with a high gloss finish and
antiqued bronze-effect cast-metal ornamentation.

Please note, this coffin is not suitable for cremation.

KEY FEATURES:
•	Moulded side and end panels with a high raised lid
•	Contrasting edging around lid and base

NATURAL

KEY FEATURES:
•	Beautifully crafted side panels depicting
the distinctive ‘Last Supper’ scene with
a moulded and high raised lid

Please note, this coffin will have plastic
ornamentation for cremation.

CLASSIC

The Sapphire

TRADITIONAL

The Last Supper
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OVERVIEW

TRADITIONAL

Our natural collection coffins are 100% biodegradable and
ethically sourced with consideration to the environment.
They reflect environmental concerns without compromising on
style, with each one made from sustainable material.
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Our Natural Collection
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OU R NAT U R A L C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Cardboard is available with a woodgrain-effect or
plain white.

The Bamboo is available in a traditional coffin shape
or teardrop (shown).

KEY FEATURES:
•	Natural rope handles

KEY FEATURES:
•	Natural rope and bamboo handles
•	Hand woven from natural split bamboo by
skilled weavers using traditional skills

•	Unbleached natural calico lining
(cream colour) with cardboard pillow

•	Overlapping lid is securely fastened by toggles
•	Unbleached natural calico lining
(cream colour) with pillow

NATURAL

•	Ethically sourced and made from
sustainable material

CLASSIC

Bamboo
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Cardboard
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CLICK FOR MORE NATURAL COLLECTION COFFINS
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OU R NAT U R A L C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

Willow Traditional

The Willow Teardrop and Willow Traditional are available in white or natural willow colouring and have all the
same features. The Willow Teardrop offers a softer shape, while the Willow Traditional offers a more traditional
overall shape.

•	Hand woven from natural willow by skilled weavers using traditional skills

CLASSIC

KEY FEATURES:
•	Natural rope and seagrass handles

TRADITIONAL

Willow Teardrop

•	Plaited edge detail on lid which is securely fastened by toggles
NATURAL

•	Unbleached natural calico lining (cream colour) with pillow
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TRADITIONAL

Please note that due to the nature of occasional variations in the materials used, colour may vary slightly.
We reserve the right to change the specifications of products.

OVERVIEW

The Picture Collection offers a choice of designs with a more
personal touch, letting you reflect the passions or hobbies of your
loved one. You can choose from ready-made designs, or we can
help you design something truly unique using your own ideas and
personal photographs.
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Our Picture Collection
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OU R P IC T U R E C OL L E C T ION
Complementary urns for ashes that match your chosen picture coffin design can be found here

OVERVIEW

TRADITIONAL

Picture Coffins
Your thoughtfully selected design is printed directly
onto the lid and sides of the coffin.

•	White beading around the lid and bottom edge

Summer Garden Scene

CLASSIC

KEY FEATURES:
•	White foil veneer MDF with satin exterior finish
•	White taffeta ruched frill interior
•	Basic pillow and lining

NATURAL

•	Optional white plastic handles
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FOR MORE
MORE NATURAL
PICTURE COLLECTION
COLLECTION COFFINS
COFFINS
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OU R P IC T U R E C OL L E C T ION
Complementary urns for ashes that match your chosen picture coffin design can be found here
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Lily Scene

Wild Flowers

CLASSIC

Poppy Scene
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Flower Sunset
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OU R P IC T U R E C OL L E C T ION
Complementary urns for ashes that match your chosen picture coffin design can be found here

OVERVIEW

Butterfly

Motorcycle

CLASSIC

Teddy Bear
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Seashore Scene
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For our Casket Collection, we’ve handpicked a select few from all the caskets available.
If you would like to see others, please ask us.

OVERVIEW

Beautifully grand wood and metal caskets in a selection of time-honoured
and contemporary styles. This collection lets you say goodbye with a true
sense of grandeur and ceremony. Our arrangers have the local knowledge
to ensure that the casket you choose is suited to the committal you have
in mind.
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Our Casket Collection
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OU R C A SK ET C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Twilight Silver

The Heavenly White is a beautiful pure white casket
made from solid poplar wood with a high gloss finish.

The Twilight Silver is a deluxe, stylish casket made
from 18-gauge steel with a dual tone ebony and silver
satin finish.

KEY FEATURES:
•	Opulent white crepe design lining

•	A luxury quilted padded pillow, mattress and quilt

KEY FEATURES:
•	A luxury quilted padded pillow, mattress and quilt
•	Metal swing bar handles and a deluxe tufted
silver velvet interior

NATURAL

•	Wooden swing bar handles with polished
cast-metal hinges

Please note, this casket is unsuitable for cremation and
may also be unsuitable for burial in certain cemeteries.

CLASSIC

Please note, this casket may be unsuitable for
cremation at some crematoria.

TRADITIONAL

The Heavenly White

PICTURE
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CLICK FOR MORE OF OUR CASKET COLLECTION
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OU R C A SK ET C OL L E C T ION
Complementary ashes containers can be found here

OVERVIEW

The Michelangelo Poplar

A solid oak casket with a shaded topaz satin finish.

An intricately detailed solid poplar casket with a golden
dune coloured high gloss finish.

Please note, this casket is unsuitable for cremation at
some crematoria.

•	Golden leaf design printed inside the lid
•	Tan crepe design lining

•	Wooden swing bar handles and a tan crepe interior
•	A luxury quilted padded pillow, mattress and quilt

NATURAL

•	A quilted padded pillow, mattress and quilt

KEY FEATURES:
•	Decorative panels depicting Michelangelo’s
‘The Last Supper’

CLASSIC

KEY FEATURES:
•	Wooden swing bar handles with cast-metal hinges

Please note, this casket is unsuitable for cremation at
some crematoria.

TRADITIONAL

The Golden Leaf Oak
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OVERVIEW

TRADITIONAL

When you’re ready, we’ll help you and your family decide on the final
resting place of your loved one’s ashes. We have a large collection of
ashes containers to suit whatever you decide.
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Urns, Ashes Caskets
& Scatter Tubes
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The Wessex

The Riverside

The Dorchester

TRADITIONAL

Aluminium Urn

OVERVIEW

Our range of ornamental traditional urns and ashes caskets are crafted using solid and hard woods.
They are designed to be either kept in a special place or interred.
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OU R T R A DI T IONA L U R NS & A SH E S C A SK ET S
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The Richmond

The Imperial

NATURAL

The Mardale
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CLICK FOR NATURAL ASHES CONTAINERS AND SCATTER TUBES

Bamboo

Willow

OVERVIEW

Made with care from natural
and recycled materials, these
natural ashes containers
are biodegradable and
environmentally friendly.
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OU R NAT U R A L A SH E S C ON TA I N E R S
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Available in a range of designs
and either small or large sizes,
our scatter tubes are suitable for
interment, ashes scattering or as
keepsakes. They are made from
over 90% recycled materials and
are biodegradable.

NATURAL

OU R SC AT T E R T U BE S
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CLICK FOR PICTURE URNS
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OU R P IC T U R E U R NS

Please note that due to the nature of this product and occasional variations in the materials used, the design may very slightly.

Seashore Scene

Summer Garden Scene
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Lily Scene

OVERVIEW

The picture collection offers a choice of designs with a more personal touch. Here are just a few of the picture urns that we offer.
You can either choose from a selection of designs to match our picture coffins or create your own.
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Poppy Scene

NATURAL

Motorcycle
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Our care for those who are entrusted to us is
of the greatest importance. We are proud, and
consider it a privilege to serve local families and
to be part of local communities. Our funeral
experts come from the towns and cities they
serve, and many have been in the funeral
profession for generations.

Whether it’s a coffin we have made ourselves
or one we have carefully sourced, each coffin,
casket or ashes container we supply must
meet our own strict quality control checks.

If you have any questions, please ask.
We will do our very best to help.

CASKETS

Please note that due to the nature of occasional
variations in the materials used, colour may
vary slightly. We reserve the right to change
the specifications of products.

PICTURE

We are also environmentally conscious
and work hard to reduce the impact of our
carbon footprint. Dignity is proud to be FSC®
accredited for most of the coffins produced at
our manufacturing facilities. Our ethical and
responsible manufacturing helps to ensure
that forests remain thriving environments for
generations to come.

NATURAL

QUA L I T Y A S STA N DA R D
CLASSIC

T H E GR E AT E ST C A R E

TRADITIONAL

We are funeral specialists, it’s all we do. With over 700 Funeral Directors located across the UK,
we are experts in every aspect of arranging and overseeing funerals.

OVERVIEW

Dignity Peace of Mind
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DIGN I T Y C ON TAC T
I N F OR M AT ION

CLASSIC

If you would like to find out more
about Dignity or to find your local
Dignity Funeral Director please visit:
dignityfunerals.co.uk

OR W R I T E TO

NATURAL

Dignity Funerals Ltd
4 King Edwards Court
King Edward Square
Sutton Coldfield
West Midlands
B73 6AP
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T. 0121 354 1557

CASKETS

CLICK HERE TO RETURN
TO THE BEGINNING

ASHES
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Dignity Funerals Ltd
A company registered in England No. 41598
Part of Dignity Plc. A British Company.
4 King Edwards Court, King Edward Square, Sutton Coldfield B73 6AP
dignityfunerals.co.uk

